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The condition of the boundary layer around a turbine nozzle blade 

profile in a two-dimensional cascade is described at vLarious levels of gas 

flow Reynolds number and turbulence. Kainstre~ turbulence is shown to 

have a modifying irL'luence on the .acce;?tPd transition critt?rial 

Surface distributions of heat transfer coefYicient are calculated 

for the near issthermril case, with laminar and turbulent boundary layars. 

Ad hoc experiments are reported which give: the blade surface heat transft?r 

coefficients when the boundary layer is separated over part of the CO~~VCX 

side. 

The combined calculated and estimated values of the profile 

average heat transfer rate, according to the estimated boundary layer 

development pattern with f iOW Reynolds number, are in f:G.r ekreement with 

the measured values quoted in Part I of the present pair of Xemoranda. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The surface average convective heat transfer coefficients between 
g3-t~ and blade have been measured at various gas conditions in a test cas- 
cade installed at this Establishment. The tunnel performance and these 
heat transfer tests are reported in Part I of the present series of 
Memoranda. 

The owortunity has been taken to test heat transfer prediction 
methods, by comparing the average of estimated values around the profile 
with those cascade measurements. The model on which the calculation is 
based is described in Figure I. 

The details of the estimating procedure are contained in this 
Memorandum. A comparison between the predictions and the extrapolated 
experimental results is presented in Figure 1-J. 

2.0 Brief description of the procedure 

The calculations were based on the surface pressure distribution 
obtained with a specially instrumented test blatie. 
ment of a laminar boundary layer 

From this, the develop- 
extending over the entire blacie was 

calculated, neglecting stability considl?rations: this yieldtd the lowest 
pcssible value of mean heat transfer coefficient. L~sr? from the EWE 
pressure distribution another calculation WCS made to show the suscepti- 
bility of this laminar boundary lsyer to se.parate from the b~lade SLEYZCF:, 

assuming that prior transition to turbultinze did net occur. 

Some visualisation techniques were then appli.c,d to the test blade, 
in order to detect the location of turbulent boundary layers at vsri~us 
blade Reynolds numbers: one of these, the lamp-black method, gav? clear 
and reproducible indications on tlhe blade convex siL:e, only apfected to a 
minor degree by length of exposure. 
preted as transition points, 

These indications however, inter- 
fell Oilljr very approximately into a pattern 

when compared C-th the flo;/ Reynolds number. li'llrthf-rmoro this .pattcrn, 
when interpreted in terms of the boundary layer develop.m~?nt parameters cf 
momentum thickness,Reynolds number and Rressure grabient factr)r, exhibited 
both a level and trend of transition Reynolds number 
contrary to the results of other experiments. 

;:;hich aps':are c? to be 

feature was thereforz suspected: 
A furthw complicating 

mainstream turbulence lew~is were 
measured in the tunnel, l:!ere found to vary widely und-:r c-rtain test con- 
ditions, and were introduced as a parametz in thi trasition uoint plot. 
At this stage the experimental evidenoe becomes meagre but a tentative 
suggestion is made concerning the interaction of the bound~y layer para- 
meters and the mainstream turbulence. 

The lamp-black indications of transition were cxtra~olated to the 
test conditions of the heat transfer m~zsuralerlts oi' Pwt i. Rlsselt 
numbers for the turbulent boundary layer at these conditions -</eL-e tkzn 
calculated using, 
tions. 

by an analogy with skin friction, empirical ti.-ag rela- 

The extrapolated tran sition information did not exclude the possi- 
bility of separation of the boundary layer from the b1ac.e convex shde over 
the ICG end of the test Reynolds numoer range. Sinet: thtr= seems to be a 
dearth of information about heat transfer ratGs wi'ch the boun&.ry layer 
in this condition, some special expzrlments were munted to measure th;: 
increase in average Nucsczlt number Tzith tine bounr,ary Layor forceG into 
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separation at different stations. This data was then extrapolated to the 
point of natural separation. 

The various calculations, estimates and experimental extrapolations 
were then combined to give the predicted average heat transfer, valid for 

a temperature ratio, Tp+$b , approac.hing unity, which csn be compared witi! 

test measurements described in Part I extrapolated to the same valuoO 

3.0 Applicability of the boundary layer heat transfer calculation ----- 

The physical. properties of air governing the transfer of heat r-\se 
themselves dependent upon temperature: thus in a thermal bound.ary layer, 
where the temperature must vary from the static: temperature of the main- 
stream to that of the surface, these properties must be continuously 
varied. This phenomenon renders the equations of heat transf'er complex. 
The assumption of temperature-invariant properties simplifies a computa- 
tion, but obviously introduces errors -if thz temperature dlff'erence is 
large, unless an effective representative temperaturr: can be selected. 
An alternative approach is to utilise simplified computation for the case 
where temperature difference is negligible, but not zero, at some pa&i- 
cular gas temperature, t, and to modify thl: results by a function of the 
different temperatures, t and Tb for Cases in which that dif'f'erc~nce is not 
negligible. This latter method is more practical for the purpose of 
comparing estimate and experiment, and is adopted herein. 

A convenient case where the temperaturl; difference is small, in 
airfltiw at subsonic velocities, is that cf zero heat transfer. Because 
Of viscous dissipation of heat in the boundary layer the temperature pro- 
file is not uniform, so that the calculation does not beco,me imaginary. 

In this case the temperature of the air ad&cent to the surface %S 

greater than the static temperature of the mainstrt$am. POhU iCl.l.IL3Lin 
(Reference 3, Section 269) has given an approximation for a lam~inar 
boundary layer over a flat plate:- 

__ 
T 

: u* 
-o = +J + pr 2gJcp D ** ..O (1) 

where To is the temperature of th e stationary zone adjacent to the surface. 
Squire (Reference 2, Appendix II) has shown that a similar approximation 
holds for turbulent boundary layers, with a recovery factor equal to 

PA In Reference 4 measured recovery factors have been compared with 
these approximations; they showed closest agreemtnt when the krCandtl num- 
ber is evaluated at the temperature To. 

The expression for T, can be rewritten in terms of the gas total 
temperature T, and the local Nach number outside the boundary layer, at 
any point on the surface denoted by the suffix s: - 

7 
(I - FP) 

(To), = T, 1 - 

I+! J"i,* 

Y-l. 

i 

. . . 
1 + -y-- ivis* 

(2) 

where the exponent n is either -&- or 6 depending on the nature of the 
boundary layor. 
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The calculation is much simplified if the flat plate values of (?,)s 
are accepted for the blade profile, and averaged around the surface. 
This can be done if conductivity in the airflow direction within the 
boundary layer is neglected. In the present instance the Xach number 
variation with chord is substantially linear over the concave surface 
between the inlet stagnation point and the outlet value, and approximately 
equal to 1.10 times the outlet value over the convex surface. Tile 
average value of (To)s can be adequately represented by 

With the boundary layer completely lsminar, taking the Randtl number for 
air at 500% (= 0.67) 

If the boundary layer is assumed to be turbulent over half the convex sur- 
face only, the numerical factor in the abGve equation becomes 0.13. The 
effect of such an alteration is to very (To,, by less than 0.2 per cent T,. 

In the sections that follow the average temperature of the air 
adjacent to the surface as given in Equation (4) is called the mean effec- 
tive gas temperature, and written Tg. This is utilised in calculations 

valid when T& 
Tb 

-+ 1, i.e. where the heat transfer (but not the heat trans- 

fer coefficient) everywhere is approximately zero, 

4.0 Velocity distribution 

Boundary layer calculations are based on the momentum equation, the 
solut;ion of which requires a knowledge of the distribution of velocity 
just outside the boundary layer. In the present case this velocity 
pattern was obtained from the measured static pressure at points on the 
blade surface: a specially instrumented blade replaced the heat transfer 
blade in the cascade for this purpose. 

Figure 2 shows the static pressure distribution around the surface 
measured5 at various flow rates: the gas total temperature was about 
20% so the condition was a close approximation to the isothermal. case, 
Velocities were calculated from these pressures assuming isentropic expan- 
sion. To render the values non-dimensional they were expressed as pro- 
portions of the outlet velocity, and are presented in Figure 3. Because 
of the non-uniform cascade entry velocity distribution, the relev,ant out- 
let velocities were deduced by equating the integrated pressure distri- 
bution to the rate of change of momentum in the direction perpendicular 
to that of the blade inlet flow:- 

/ 

X 
F 

ps cos as dx = $ -2 s sin 2u, 
( 

‘/lJ 2 

x*g 

, ++h2”” .I 
) ) \-JT 

(5) 
0 

This neglects skin friction which should be subtracted from the static 
pressure factor on the blade in the perpendicular direction. The magni- 
tude of the skin drag perpendicular component is 
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i 

f " sin a ?R*g 
.e. . . . s 1 + 9 xs2 (6) 

both surfaces 

The skin friction was estimated to be less than 1 per cent of the 
integrated static pressure force. 

5.0 Laminar boundary layer calculation 

Squires method2 of lsminar boundary layer calculation is based on 
an approximate solution of the momentum equation which gives the displace- 
ment thickness at any point on the blade surface 

T -t 
By assuming that the distribution of 

TP, - %zi 
in the thermal layer is 

similar to the velocity distribution 2 in the momentum layer, and by using U 
the Blasius form in terms of a thermal displacement t!lickness 6t, the 
energy equation for the thermal layer is approximated as follows 

A table of the function F $ in Reference 2 enables the ratio 
hi 
6" to be 

deduced from Equation (8): substituting in Equation (7) yields &t/c* 

The rate of heat transfer per unit area is the limiting value at the sur- 
face of the dii'ferentiation of the temperature distribution: this, 
expressed as a Nusselt number, is 

Taking the value of Prandtl number as that of air at 500% (= 0.67), and 
the velocity distribution as given in Figure 3 for an outlet Mach number 

= aa55, Equations (7), (8) and (9) were used tc give the distribution 
> (Nu), - shown in Figure 4. 

VK- 
The peak value, at leading edge, was taken 

from Gi exact solution for the stagnation point on a cylinder given in 
Reference 3, Stlction 270. The surface average ordinate, obtained by 
gaphical integration of Figure 4 is 0.5!!9. This is the minimum value 

for the test profile, which would result from an entirely laminar 

bohndary layer over the blade surfaces. 
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5.1 Prediction of laminar boundary layer separation 

Separation of the boundary layer occurs when adverse pressure 
forces cause blocking of the low speed flow in the layer, bringing about 
a thickening and a consequent deflection of the mainstream away from the 
surface: this deflection itself modifies the pressure distribution. 
When a balance is achieved a wake is formed at an origin on the surface, 
with consequent energy dissipation. The time-average velocity in this 
wake is approximately zero near the origin, and is in opposition to the 
mainstream velooity at points downstream. 

c 

Stratford6 has treated the case of laminar separation for the 
pressure distribution zero from the leading edge to some distance x' = xfo 
where an adverse (positive in the direction of the mainstream flow) 
gradient is initiated. This msy be translated into a form with a 
favourable pressure gradient to the peak suction at a distance x. from the 
leading edge, by making xl0 of such a length on a flat plate as to give 
the same momentum thickness as obtains at the real length xo. 
Equation (42) of Reference 6 csn be rewritten 

X’O 

c 
= . . . . . . 

By the simultaneous solution of the equations of motion for the outer part 
of the boundary layer where inertia terms are prtldominant and for the sub- 
layer where viscous control is exhibited, meeting the requirement of a 
continuous velocity profile, 
Equation (35) 

Stratford derives the approximate 

i I cp (x' 2,' sep = 7.64 x lo-3 

- 

where 
P 

cp = 
- Px'o 

-2'0 i u,* 

This can be rewritten:- 

.  .  0 .  .  .  (11) 

(x’/c),,, = . . . . . . 02) 

\ sep 

By plotting (x(/c) obtained from the above equation evaluated at 
selected (x',/c) points, separation can b.c predicted when the deduced value 
equals the selected value. 



A full solution, adapted from Squation (&I) of Reference 6 is:- 

--- / 

(CP)sep = *,/<;;;;;ie* ; + O=35 

X 1 + 0.4.6 

, 

i- 
/ 

Ti? -1 
1 / ;ICp I \ 

I 1 i CA 

\ 

x”c a XI/C] se- _ 
2 

-( ,i 

r- cP 
&CL d 

, 

82 P , l-bO.8 1 I 
a X'/C sep csc 

\ 1) -- 
\ i- 

x'/c -- 
a X1/C i / - s(ap i / 

this can be solved by an iterative process, but for most practical cases 
it is sufficient to substitute the approximate values from Equation ($2: 
everywhere except in the first terms of both sides. 

The approximate and exact solutions for the present case (volor:ity 
distribution as given in E'igure 3) are presented in Figure 5. T11ey m'z 
given in terms of x/c, the real distance from the blade leading edge which 
is obtained from the x1/c solutions thus:- 

x/c = X’/C -I- (x(&z - x’ &) l .  .  .  .  .  a,* .  .  .  ( “ I  b> 

It will be observed that the approximate solution p;ivts two 
satisfying values: obviously the downotrf;am value could not exist aftc?r 
the earlier separation. The exact solution corrects ki.s anomaly. !I% 
difference between the first approximate solution and ti% exact one is in 
this case negligible. 

5.1.1 %ffect of incidence on separati0n position --------- _------- 

In Part I of the present series the- variation of incidence an&~ 
across the test blade span is reportad; in pa.rticula,r it was obstirved. 
that at one :node of operation, th? out'boarcl section oi' the; blade ~3s 
eperated at about IO0 positive incidence. As no velor:ity distribution 
around the blade is available for t;iis condition, an estimatt. was m&+ 
by comparison between that of the test black at zero incidt.nce, and the 
analogue distributions reported in Reference 16, for a similar profile 
operated at zero and positive incidences. 

When that estimated distribution was subjected to the separation 
criteria, it appeared that separation would or,r,ur at x/c - 0.8. 'This 
value may be compared with (;I/~)~e0 = 0.84 dt.duced for the profile 
operating at zero incidence, and t& conclusion drawn, that p"ai-tivc 
incidences up to IO0 have neglii;ible Offt‘cts 
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6.0 Transition detection 

It is known that the boundary layers over turbine blade profiles 
are not entirely laminar: at some point on one or both surfaces a transi- 
tion to a turbulent state occurs. Andrews and Schof'ield?had ex,amiued a 
model having an identical profile to that under consideration here, and 
found that, with a disturbed entry airflow, transition oncuryed on the 
convex surface. .As markedly different heat transfer rates obtain in the 
two states, it was imperative to have an indication of the position of 
transition. Various methods of detection are available but in the 
present case only two were regarded as practical, i.e. surface total 
pressure probing and trace methods. 

A few trials were attempted with the traversable surface probe 
shown in Figure 2 of Part I but no conclusive evidence was obtained, 
Attenuation in the probe prevented detection of the boundary layer noise, 
and the scatter in total pressure measurement o’bscured any detail varia- 
tions. 

Several trace methods were also tried: these were 

(4 evaporation of a distillate film from the blade surface, 

04 removal of a deposit of solid materiel from the blade sur- 
face, 

(4 deposition of a powder on to the blade surface f'rom the 
airflow. 

In the trials of the evaporative techni~e only liquid distillates were 
used and the tests were abandoned when it was oljserved that the films were 
dragged over the surfaces towards the trailing edge. It TJould setim that 
if a 1iyui.d is to be used, surface roughness providing in effect a lerge 
number of reservoirs is necessary: alternatively solid volatile films 
should be used. The second method proved much more promisii!g, when a 
deposit of carbon formed from an acetylene-rich flame ("lamp-ulack") was 
used as the surface coating. Repeatable transition indications on the 
convex side of the profile were observed which were insensitive to t:st 
exposure times between 2 and 15 minutes. On the concave surface however 
a fairly general thinning of the deposit Jccurred which was proportional 
to the duration of the exposure: it was suspected that this was due to 
the eroding action of the dust load inherent in the airflow. Applications 
of the last method were also examined: lycopodium and frcnch chalk were 
introduced in fluidised form into the airflow solme distance upstream from 
the cascade. Eeposits over the rear of the convex surface were obtained 
but these were extremely light, even when the surface was rendered 
sticky. Lines of demarcation could not be detected, eXCe;?t at the 
trailing edge where a relatively thick deposit farmed rapidly in the wakes 

6.1 Transition measurements 

The lamp-black method was the best of the transition detection 
techniques examined: it was easy to use end to interpret, and under iden- 
tical test conditions gave reproducible results. Accordingly it was 
adopted for a general investigation. 
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(4 c<snvex surfacX- 

'{[hen the results of a survey over the test flow range, using tk 
alternative tunnel conqressed air supplies (two different compressors, 
with and without aftercooling) were 6-xamined, wide scatter of the midsp,an 
convex side transition paints was apparent. The best line throupJ1 these 
measurements is shown dotted in Figure 6. This curve is inconsistent with 
theoretical considerations of laminar bollndary layer stability insomuch 
as indicated transitions upstream o- f the minimum pressure zone, at high 

UC 
values of the blade Reynolds number, 

Us0 
-f-- occur at lower values of the 

boundary layer parameter, 7 , than dg transitions after the peak velb 

city point. This fact, co&ed with the scatter which was extreae com- 
pared with the reproducibility of the initial trials, suggested that a 
further complicating feature was involved. It was suspected that turbu- 
lence in the entry airflow was this feature. 

w Concave surface 

At low velocity flows the lamp-black coating appeared to be removed 
from the concave surr"ace more rapidly nearer the trailing; edge, but no 
distinctive change could be detected. At higher blade Reynolds numbers 
the rate of removal from this surf'ace Bas fast and exposures had to bc 
limited to under one minute for any trace to be left. Such tests were 
unsatisfactory, and merely suggested that there might be a transition at 
about x/c = 0.8. 

6.2 Turbulence measurements 

ProtoQq3e equipment, as described in Reference 8, was inst,alled in 
the tunnel and used to survey the turbulence levels obtaining with the 
various compressed air facil.iti::s in use, and also under the conditions 
of the heat transfer measurements cf Part I, i.c:. with combustion. The 
measurements were made $ chord upstream from the leading edge of the test 
blade, at midspan. The sensory head of this e*:;uipmont is a glass wedge 
with a thin &posited ccbating of platinum farming an arm ef the detector 
bridge circuit. With the apex of the wodg: pointing upstream, velocity 
perturbations in the direction cf the mainstream are sensed. Associated 
integrating equipment gave readings which after calibration, could be 
interpreted as the square root of the average of the squares of the 
instantaneous velocities 

The results of the survey are ;:ivan in Figure 18 where the ratio 
of the stream-direction r.m.s. velocity perturbation to mainstream velo- 
city is plotted against blade outlet Reynolds number. Considerable 
scatter is apparent in the runs wit' combustion, but this is not 
attributable to particular selections of co~~!pressor or combustion tempera- 
ture rise, and indo:?d a varying dial reading was observed during each 
particular test. 

6.3 Transition cri-kria -- 

l'ully developed turbulence appears in the boundary layer some dis- 
tance downstrean from the limit of' stability of laminar flow: a delay 
length occurs depending upon the amplification of disturbances sq~earing 
in the zone of insta-bility. The limit of stability of the ltimin~ 
boundary layer is reached when disturban-cs introduced into or originating 
within the boundary li;ytr are no longer damped out. 
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A number of investigators have studied these pheomena, with parti- 
cular reference to the conditions obtaining on the surface of aircraft . wmgs. Crabtree has given a critical survey of their findings and 
shows how various experimental measurements cf transition can be recon- 
ciled against the parameters 

(4 US@ boundary layer Reynolds ratio, - 
6 

e2 dU 
(b) impressed pressure gradient factor, T- -2 

The reciprocal of the first parameter is a measure of the daqing present, 
and negative values of the second give the v 'lable amplification. 

f u v r.m.8. Under the ccnditions of Crabtree's study, '--- = C.1 to 0.2 per 

cent 
deve 1 

\ u 
, the bounkry layer Reynolds number permitting instabilities to 
op range from 1300 tc &bout 750 for amplification factors 0 to 0,023 

i.e. for pressure gradients hs obtain on a flat plate to v?aLues suffi- 
ciently ::cvcrL to cause laminar flow separation. Under favcur:blo pros- 
sure gradznts the damping has to be very small before transition occurs, 

dU 
for example at $ -$ = +0.0'1 the boundary layer Reynolds 

number = 2,200. 

C;Thzn the free stream turbulence is sufficiently high it seems fair 
to assume that the appearance of transition will be more dependent upon 
the inability of the damping mechanism in the boundary layer to cope with 
the introduced disturbances than upon the amplification of comparatively 
negligible perturbations. Thus it is to be expected that large scale 
turbulence will bring about transition above a certain critical Reynolds 
number irrespective sf the value of ~osit~vepressure gradients up to the 
limit where separation occurs: large nG:.tivc: pressure gradients, which 
are disturbance-reducing, by nature will supplement t!le boundary layer 
damping and should increase the critical morn::ntum t?A&ness Reynolds 
number. 

Vhen turbulence is introduced as a parameter in the lamp-black 
investigations the family of lines shown solid in Figure 6 can be con- 
structed. The -points about tiiese lines have been transposed to a map of 
boundary layer Reynolds number against pressure gradient parameter in 
Figure 7. This field was constructed for various blade outlet Reynolds 
numbers, from the velocity distribution for Hz = 0.55 given in Pigure 3. 
Unfortunately most of tht: data is closely grouped when examined in this 
way, and only the 2 per cent turbulence Points can be construed in 
support of the present hy/l?othesis that the ampiification Partor is an 
unimportant variable in the presence of high mainstream turbulence. 

The concave side of the blade operates under large positive pres- 
sure gradients. If Che suspected ?;ransition at x/c = 0.8 for bladi: 
Reynolds numbers greater than about 6 x IO" is accepted, this suggests 
that the 4 per cent turbulence curve rises steeply, as shown in Figure 8. 
Some support for this suggestion was obtained by mounting a special heat 
transfkr test: a boundary laycr trip (of the tme described lakr in 
Section 8.1) was attached to the concave surface at x/c = 0.8 where it 
was expected to cause transition if tllis did not alread;r occur; the 
test showed that heat transfer cotfficients greater than normal were 
obtained up to R, = 8 x IO’. This was interpr~oted to indicate that 
transition there occurrcd at that f?ow, anu the point is shown in Figure e. 
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Equation (17) may be sol-ved by an iterative method from the transition 
position, at which point the initial value of 2 is calculated from;, 
Xquatior: e5) taking ti-!e momentum thichness cj there from the earlier lak- 
nar boundary layer calculation. Substitution of local values of z zin 
Equation 05) gives the required Nusselt number distribution. 

This method was used to estimate the he&t transAOer coefficients at 
X/C intervals of O.Oj from transiticns at ;i/c = 0.5 to 1.0 at intervals 
OS 0.1 en tl-e convex side, at blade Reynolds numbrs R, = 5, 7and 9 x If, 
and similarly from transitions at C.6 to 0.8 at R2 values of 5 and '3 x IO" 
cn the concave surface. 
duced in Equation 05). 

'i';le Frandtl mxibi-r for air at 5Gi;% was -intro- 
The distributions, sugerk~posed on the basic 

Lminar flow pattern, We given in Yigllre 11. m'L Lll? combination of 
rapidly increasing Us/J2 with relatively small increase in tilamjnar on the 
concave side causes increase in >Tv., at the trzisitioa pc,iiit as that point 
moves towards the T.X., whereas the Us/U, - slaninar combination over the 
downstream half of thee convex surface results in a diiiiinisf~ing transition 
psint value. 

8.0 ITf?at transfer under a separated bound~ary Iays:r 

'i'he calculation in Section 5.1 inc'iii:ntos that the laminar boundary 
layer wili separate at x,/c = O.FL+. from ti?r blade convex surface. The 
lam-i-black tests under low turbulence conditions suggest that transition 
to turbulence occurs first at about this value, at R 2 5 x 105; while 
these tests da not give visutiisation of sepsis' LL&ion Ghenomena they do not 
invalidate their assumption for iicynolds numbers below 5 x 105. The 
fluidised powder tests, under similar low turbulence conditions and at 
lcw Reynolds numbers , gave slight detectable traces over aproximately the 
last quarter of the convex surface: this could be c.on;trued as an indi- 
Cation that separation had occ~urred. 

As long as t>e lY istory of the boundwy layer is entir,ly laminar, 
the considerations in the separation cElculatlon in Section 5.1 iTIAE&l 

valid, irrespective cf the lrv+l of turbulence in the mainstrecam. 'i! :-;e 
argument in Section 6.3 postulates that, under the turbulent conditions 
of the heat transfer inveotigation, th? convex side boundary layer does 

remain lakilar for values cf 
use 
7 bole-;? about 380. This figure is reached 

at x/c = 6.84, at a blade Reynolds number c- 2.8 x IO'. It is therefore 
assumed that separation occurs at X/C, = 0.61, us to this value, as described 
in Figure IO. 

There is reason to suppose that heat transfer coefficients under 
separated laminar boundary layers will be wry small: the theoretical 
analysis in Reference 12 suggests that they should be about half that of 
the attached kaminar layer, in air at subsonic veiocities. however very 
hi& values have been ohs:-,rved under experimental. conditions where separa- 
tion of a laminar Lyer can be reasonably suijpos<d: for example the 
measurements on a blade profile in cascade rr:,iorted by Wilson End. Pope 13 

and on the walls 0: a tube after an abrwgt dizmetcr enlargement as d&s&bed 
in Reference 14. 

li separated larinar layer is unstable in slr.bsonic flow: 
von Doenhoff's experiments15 indicate that transit&n, in tk:e senarat;ed 
state,will occur af 3 
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conditions at the limit of separated flow this would require a length 
along the blade surface of Ax/c 2 0.2. however this figure is -probably 
large in view of the high level of turbulence: there is no known basis 
for estimating the perseverence of the separated laminer layer under such 
conditions. For the present purpose it is assumed that transition occurs 
immediately after separation, and that the relevant heat transfer coeffi- 
cients are experienced from that point. 

The mechanism of heat transfer under se 
ChapmarJS 

arated turbulent boundary 
layers has not been fully explored. applies a theoretical 
velocity spread at Xl = 0 and experimental values at M = 1.6, to give heat 
transfer coefficients in the ratio 6.3/l and 2,8/l, respectively, to those 
obtaining under an attached turbulent boundary layer. Very approximately 
the values quoted in References 13 and 14 may be construed as giving 
ratios of about 2 and 2.2 respectively, for subsonic velocities, Further 
data are obviously required, so it was decided to resort to ad hoc experi- 
mentation in the present case. 

8.q Heat transfer measurements with trz&$& boundary layer --- 

As stated earlier, it was suspected that the test blade operated 
with a laminar boundary layer separating at x/o = 0.84 on the convex side, 
up to a blade Reynolds number = 2.8 x 105. To get a measure of the heat 
input duo to separation it was necessary to create separation at known 
points upstream of the natural position. Small spanwise protuberances 
from the surface seemed likely to cause such separation. A large step 
would obviously give rise to a wake and produce an unnatural boundary 
layer development, so it was decided to 1tili.t the height of the trip to 
below tLz+t of the estimatsd displzempnt thickness of the laminar boundary 
layer. To promote separation rather t;zn attached turbulence, these 
trips were not used upstream of trle peak velocity point on the profile. 

Two convex side positions were chosen, at x/c = 0.6 and 0.7 
respectively. The estirilated Cisplacement thickness is shown in Pigure 12: 
to keep below t his at the u;?stresm positions at R, = 4 x 105, a maximum 
trip height = 0.003 in. could be accommodatc,d. Accordingly trips 
0.003 in. x 0.006 in. chordwise width were built up on the blade surface. 
This was done by forming a channel between two strips of cellulose 
adhesive tape pla>:ed spanwise on the blade surface and separated by 
0.006 in. ; a polyester resin rement was pour& into the channel so 
formed and scraped level with t:>e surface of the adhesive stri;?s; when 
the cement had hardened the strips could be washed off witL solvent, 
leaving a rectangular-sectioned barrier on the blade surface. 

'Ihe modified blades were examined over a range of Reynolds number 
(R,) using the lamp-black visualisation technique;. In each ease the 
coating remained untouched up to the Reynolds number where previously a 
transition had been indicated at the trip position. This supported the 
assumption that separation was being brought about as planned. 

Total heat flow measurements were- made on the modified blades over 
a range of Reynolds number R, and tamperature ratio T as described for 
the basic tests in Part I. The extrapolated curves 
presented in Figure 13a‘ 

Tgfib = ? are 
By taking readings of %L from these curves 

at various Reynolds numbers and subtracting from them the calculated 
average Nusselt number for entirely laminar fiow, (C)lam, the increment 
in t'he average heat transfer coefficient du!z to the separated flow could 
be obtained. Multiplying this increment BTU by the ratio of the total 
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sg 
blade surface tc the surface under the separated flow, --.- 

xte - Xsep 
, gave 

the average heat transfer coefficient obtaining over the last section of 
the convex surface. These values are presented in Figure 14. The fact 
that the lines joining the two test points at each Reynolds number when 
extrapolated to the TE are approximately straight indicates t&t the local 
coefficients do not vary greatly. Estimated patterns for the; two trip 
positions are given in Figure 15. 

In Section 6.3 a test is mentioned which confirmed that transition 
@ F;bul;ze occurred on the concave side at x/c = 0.6, at Reynolds number 
% X In this test the blade was modified by the addition of a 
*rip et the ioint in question. Figure 12 de;nonstrates that in this case 
the trip did not protrude beyond the boundary layer dis+acement thickness 
within the test range. Lamp-black tests indicated that transition did 
definitely occur above R, F 7 x IO'. The heat trar&er results are given 
in Figure ljb, shou;ling that tire trip loses its influence at R, = 8 x 16, 
suggesting that transition occurred at that flow and position on the 
original blade. 

3.0 Combined results .- 

The b%sic laminar flow relationship gives a mean value over the 

profile (~u?laminar ----F-- = 0 "3. -.I3 The calculated increments to the basic 

profile average'i\ksselt number due to transition at various 2oint.s on the 
convex side are plotted in Figure I6a. Those due to turbulence from 
various positions on the conoave side are given in FiTarc 161~. The djf- 
fcrence between the measured values with separated flow cn the convex side 
and the, calculatT?d laminar average XV iTresented in li'igure 16~: an 
extrapolated value obtained from the plot on ?igul*e Ii; for the calculated 
separation point x/c = 0.84 is included. 

Tk calculated average Nusselt numbers ovr the test range can then 
be obtained by the addition of the incremrlnts to the basbc relation, 
according to the boundary layer behaviour pattern of Figure IO. !i'he 
combined results arc: presented in Figure 17, where they may be compared 
with the tr;st results abstracted from i?art I. The agreement is good over 
the low end of the flow range, up to R, = 5 x 105. i-bxwe tl~is the 
calculated results are rath6.r high, the maximum error being about IO *per 
cent at R, = 7 x 10' and upwards. 

10.0 Conclusions - 

Insomuch as the profile average value is a guide, the methods of 
prediction of point hc;at transfer coefficients seem adequate: tile possi- 
bility of various errors which when combined cancel out ca,nnot however be 
excluded. It should be noted that the condition of the boundary layer 
is an important factor in the determination of tk blade surface average 
heat transfer coefficient; variation of the point at which the laminar 
flow breaks down can materially affect t3i.s average value, as can the 
nature of the break down (scparation or transition). L'hus in an esti- 
mate of average heat tran&;r coefficient, accurate knotvledge of the 
boundary layer development is essential. 

If the assumptions are valid, it may be concluded that separated 
flow is a Amort: forceful hoat transfttr pro~ss than atkched turbulent 
flow: for example, at aRl;ynolds number of 5 x IO5 the local values of 
Kusselt number are much the sane at the initiation of eitlter separation 



or transition, but after develo?mcnt of tk relevant boundWy layer state 
to the trailing edge the seperated flow gives print heat trznsier coef?:'i- 
cients between 60 and EO per cent greater than obtain under an attached 
turbulent boundzy layer. 

Accepted methods of predictixg transitions do not mi~ke ~ferenc~c": 
to the mainstream turbulence level. This parameter is includ~;i; 'in a 
suggested reiationshi~ between th-: conventional criteria gi.ve:l in 
E'igure 9. 

The turcililence measurements were obtained vsing prototygc? equi:>- 
+xx?nt made available to us by the courtesy of t!:e Li&txonic Xqglgzx:nt 
Company* Mr. F. G. Taeg of that Scmpany rendered k~i~i"ul ass.isrtance in 
its installation and ODC~-ation. 1, I-J- . '?. 3, %z-,@:st, 02 this Xstablis'hment, 
made the il?oessary arrangements and assisted with the znal;,~sis 02 the 
records. 
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n 

Nu 

iTu 

&it 

P 

Pr 

R" 

R* 

S 

sg 

t 

*b 

U 

(4 r.m.s. 

X 

x’ 

blade chord 

specific heat at constant pressure 

pressure coeffc-ient defined in the text 

coeffi~irnt of friction at blade surface * 4, 

g3?2VitatiOilEJ. constant 

Xach number at a point locality 

LF?randtl number exponent i_rl temyerature reco~+~ry equation 

Nusselt number at Q point locality 

Nusselt nutiber avera~pd wound the profile 

difference bstkveen two profile a*cera;e Susseit numbers 

static pressure 

5'randtl number 

Reynolds number defined in terms of mass flow and outlet 
dimensions, blade chord, cznd absolute vlscosif.y mees:?red 
at the eff'ecti3e tscperature of the gas 

-blade i-‘i:xk 

profile perimeter 

gas stat-k temperature 

gas total temporatui,es 

gas e~fectlm t:qzerature 

blade surface temperature 

velocity in ma‘lilstream direction at a point within t:!e 
boundary layer 

rOOt mean sqUare p.?rturbation velocity in th.2 r:lainstrecm 
direction 
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